Spike-in RNAs are valuable controls for a variety of gene expression measurements. The External RNA Controls Consortium developed test sets that were used in a number of published reports. Here we provide an authoritative table that summarizes, updates, and corrects errors in the test version that ultimately resulted in the certified Standard Reference Material 2374. We have noted existence of anti-sense RNA controls in the material, corrected sub-pool memberships, and commented on control RNAs that displayed inconsistent behavior.
Advances in gene expression profiling technologies not only make it possible for individual groups to ask genome-wide questions, but properly controlled experiments with well-described metadata can be used over and over to make discoveries not envisaged by the data producers. Making these data robust and durable is greatly augmented by standard reference materials. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as a part of the External RNA Controls Consortium (ERCC) developed 176 DNA plasmids that can be used as templates for RNA controls [1] [2] [3] . NIST Standard Reference Material (SRM) 2374 is a library composed of a subset of 96 plasmids. These same materials were used for commercially available ERCC RNA spike-in mixtures (Ambion/Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), which are formulations of 92 RNA molecules derived from the plasmids. The Commercial collection does not include ERCC-00007, -00018, -00023, and, -00128. One of the test versions that led to the SRM contained 96 RNA sequences transcribed from the plasmids, quantified, and mixed to form defined pools to be added to unknowns in transcription profiling experiments by array, sequencing, PCRs, or other assays. These test pools were widely distributed and were used by the human and model organisms Encyclopedia of DNA Elements projects [4, 5] .
When "spiked" into an individual RNA sample, the readout from a single pool of ERCC controls can be used as a ruler. Each pool is designed to have dynamic range of 2 20 . It is noteworthy that the actual linear range of their measurement depends on experimental platforms. Distribution of spike-in measurement fits to straight linear line in RNA-Seq and a monotonic sigmoidal pattern against actual abundance in microarrays or bead-arrays [6] , consistent with data compression in hybridization-based techniques [7] .
Addition of a single pool of ERCC controls
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International Publisher generates useful information, but their use can be enhanced when different pools of spike-in controls from different samples are directly compared. The "pools" of ERCC controls were mixed from multiple "subpools", such that comparisons between "subpools" that belong to different "pools" generate abundance ratios that can be used as differential expression standards. There were two distinct sets of pools in the test version. Pools 12-15 follow a modified Latin-square design, using 5 different subpools (A-E). The numbers of RNA molecules in subpool A are equal in pools 12-15, and thus subpool A molecules generate a constant 1-to-1 proportion between the pools. Subpools B-E have differing molar concentrations that produce a trend in relative abundance across the pools of 1, 1.5, 2.5, 4-fold. For example, if pool 12 and pool 13 were used for two different samples, the log2-transformed ratios between different subpools will be 0, -0.585, -0.687, -0.737, and 2 [6] . The second set of pools, 78A and 78B, provide a pair of samples with reciprocal changes in relative abundance, i.e. 1.5-fold up and down, producing log2 transformed ratios of 0, 0.585, and -0.585. While production of the spike-in control RNAs was tightly controlled, it was a test set, and there are multiple cases where measurements of spike-in molecules do not match the original description and/or expectations. In this short note, we summarize data outlining problematic ERCC spike-ins. This information should be used in re-evaluating datasets using the test version, as well as any future work that may use remaining aliquots in circulation (Table 1 , and Supplementary Material for more details).
The plasmid DNAs were sequenced and deposited in GenBank, however, the in vitro transcribed RNAs were not sequenced except during testing in RNA-Seq experiments. These experiments made it clear that seven ERCC controls had the complementary sequence indicating that the transcripts were from the other strand (ERCC-00009, -00014, -00057, -00059, -00099, -00108, and -00116). As a result, these spike-in controls would not be measurable in hybridization-based assays [6] . Similarly, they would not be aligned in a strand-specific RNA-Seq analysis unless strand specificity was "turned off" in read quantification steps, or complementary sequences were provided for alignment. Additionally, plasmids are replicated in bacteria, where errors can be introduced. Differences in the sequences of the actual RNAs and the plasmids used for transcript templates are known [4] , suggesting that such mutations occurred during plasmid propagation in the test set. The certified values of SRM 2374 are the sequences of the plasmids as distributed in the final set, and were determined by exhaustive sequencing [8] .
There were instances of pooling errors in the test set. From multiple experiments that used 78A and 78B, we recognized that ERCC-00085 behaves like Subpool "C", rather than the intended Subpool "B". Therefore, when pools 78A and 78B were compared, ERCC-00085 displayed 33.3% increased fold changes than the original description. We have not detected ERCC-00084 in our experiments and it is possible that this RNA was prepared from ERCC-00085 plasmid DNA, effectively increasing the measurement of ERCC-00085. Similarly, we have corrected pool membership of ERCC-00113 from Subpool C to Subpool D from pools 12-15. ERCC-00073 and ERCC-00144 did not provide accurate measurements [4, 6] . One reason for poor measurement may be due to the molecular properties of individual spike-in RNA species (e.g. size and secondary structure). Additionally, a previous study pointed out discrepancy in ERCC-00116 measurements between poly-dT based mRNA enrichment and rRNA depletion protocols [3, 9] . The polyA tails on the ERCC spike-ins are not optimal for PolyA+ selection, and using them prior to library production is not recommended [4] . While there could well be additional instances of unexpected behavior of ERCC spike-in measurements, the information we provide here explains the unexpected ERCC behaviors that we have encountered to date. 
